Geographical coverage map of Nutrition intervention in the NE of Nigeria

**Highlights**

- 423 wards covered out of 711 wards (geographical coverage of 55%)
- Overall SAM geographical coverage gap is 45% (Adamawa 48%; Borno 64%; Yobe 10%).

**Geographical Coverage**

- **Adamawa**
  - Geographical coverage: 52%
  - 126 wards covered out of 226 wards
  - Response gap: 27,716 SAM admission from target of 33,434 Children

- **Borno**
  - Geographical coverage: 36%
  - 147 wards covered out of 310 wards
  - Response gap: 169,505 SAM admission from target of 207,659 Children

- **Yobe**
  - Geographical coverage: 90%
  - 159 wards covered out of 178 wards
  - Response gap: 85,640 SAM admission from target of 73,464 Children

**Notes**

- DISCLAMER: The depiction and use of boundaries, geographic names, and related data shown on maps and included in this report are not warranted to be error free nor do they imply judgment on the legal status of any territory or any endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries by the United Nations.

**Source:** 5Ws January - October 2017, OCHA, OSGOF and eHA
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